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MOMENT FUNCTIONS ON GROUPS
Z˙YWILLA FECHNER, ESZTER GSELMANN AND LA´SZLO´ SZE´KELYHIDI
Abstract. The main purpose of this work is to prove characterization theorems for generalized moment
functions on groups. According one of the main results these are exponential polynomials that can
be described with the aid of complete (exponential) Bell polynomials. These characterizations will be
immediate consequences of our main result about the characterization of generalized moment functions
of higher rank.
1. Introduction
Let pG,`q be an Abelian group. Recall that a nonzero function m : G Ñ C is called exponential, if
mpx` yq “ mpxqmpyq
holds for all x, y in G. Let N be a nonnegative integer. A function ϕ : G Ñ C is termed to be a moment
function of order N, if there exist functions ϕk : G Ñ C such that ϕ0 “ 1, ϕN “ ϕ and
(1) ϕkpx ` yq “
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
ϕ jpxqϕk´ jpyq,
for all x and y in G (k “ 0, 1, . . . ,N). We generalize this concept by relaxing the assumption ϕ0 “ 1
to ϕ0p0q “ 1. In this case ϕ0 is an arbitrary exponential function and we say that ϕ0 generates the
generalized moment sequence of order N and the function ϕk is a generalized moment function of order
k, or, if we want to specify the exponential ϕ0, then we say that ϕk is a generalized moment function of
order k associated with the exponential ϕ0. Problems about moment functions have been extensively
studied on different type of abstract structures, in particular on hypergroups. They are measure algebras
where convolution has specific probabilistic interpretation. In the hypergroup-setting the justification
of the name ‘moment problems’ is more visible than on abstract groups without additional structure
as we can interpret moment functions by means of properly defined moments of random elements.
For a more detailed discussion see e.g. [3] and [8]. More on moment functions can be found e.g. in
[2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12] and references therein. As already mentioned groups are special hypergroups
and in this paper we are going to focus on a generalized moment problem on Abelian groups.
Equation (1) is closely related to the well-known functions of binomial type. We are particular
interested in (1) defined on abstract structures. A detailed discussion about binomial type equations in
abstract setting can be found in [1]. In addition, this paper of J. Acze´l has provided motivation for the
present research. Namely, it is shown there that if pG,`q is a grupoid and R is a commutative ring,
then functions ϕn : G Ñ R satisfying (1) for each n in N are of the form
(2) ϕnptq “ n!
ÿ
j1`2 j2`¨¨¨`n jn“n
nź
k“1
1
jk!
ˆ
akptq
k!
˙ jk
,
for all t in G and k in N and arbitrary homomorphisms ak from pG,`q into pR,`q.
The present paper is organized as follows: first we give the definition and a multi-variable char-
acterization of generalized moment functions. Next we introduce the notion of generalized moment
functions of rank r, a generalization of the soultions of (1), which represent generalized moment func-
tions of rank 1. Our main result is the description of generalized moment functions of higher rank
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by means of Bell polynomials. As a corollary we get a new characterization of generalized moment
functions on Abelian groups, as well.
We recall the definition of the multinomial coefficient which will be used below: let n be a nonneg-
ative integer and la positive integer. Then we writeˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , kl
˙
“
n!
k1!k2! ¨ ¨ ¨ kl!
for all k1, k2, . . . , kl in N satisfying k1` k2` . . .` kl “ n. Observe that for l “ 2 we obtain the binomial
coefficient.
For the sake of completeness we clarify that in this paper the set of complex numbers is denoted by
C, the set of nonzero complex numbers by Cˆ and the set of nonnegative integers by N.
2. Generalized moment functions on groups
We begin with a multi-variable characterization of moment functions.
Proposition 1. Let G be an Abelian group, l, N positive integers with l ě 2, and let ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN : G Ñ C
be functions for which
(3) ϕnpx1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xlq “
ÿ
k1 ,k2,...,klě0
k1`k2`¨¨¨`kl“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , kl
˙ lź
t“1
ϕktpxtq
holds for each x1, x2, . . . , xl in G and n “ 0, 1, . . . ,N. If ϕ0p0q “ 0, then all the functions ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN
are identically zero. If ϕ0p0q “ 1, then the functions ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN : G Ñ C form a generalized moment
sequence of order N.
Proof. Assume that conditions of the theorem are satisfied. If l “ 2, then equation (3) reduces to (1).
Suppose that l ą 2 and let x, y be in G. With the substitution x1 “ x, x2 “ y and xi “ 0 for
i “ 3, 4, . . . , n we get from equation (3) that
ϕnpx ` yq “
ÿ
k1 ,k2,...,klě0
k1`k2`¨¨¨`kl“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , kl
˙
ϕk1pxqϕk2pyq ¨
lź
t“3
ϕktp0q
for each n “ 0, 1, . . . ,N. Thus the only thing we should prove is that ϕnp0q “ 0 if n ě 1. Indeed, in
this case the right hand side of the above identity is nothing but
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpxqϕn´kpyq.
With n “ 0 and xi “ 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l equation (3) leads to
ϕ0p0q “ ϕ0p0q
l,
that is,
ϕ0p0q ¨
`
ϕ0p0q
l´1 ´ 1
˘
“ 0,
from which we derive that either ϕ0p0q “ 0 or ϕ0p0q is an pl´ 1q
th root of unity.
Furthermore, equation (3) for n “ 0 and x1, x2, . . . , xl in G yields that
ϕ0px1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xlq “
lź
i“1
ϕ0pxiq,
which means that there exists an exponential m : G Ñ C such that
ϕ0pxq “ ϕ0p0q ¨ mpxq
holds for each x in G.
Similarly, equation (3) for n “ 1 with x1 “ x in G and xi “ 0 for i “ 2, 3, . . . , n yields that
ϕ1pxq “ ϕ1pxqϕ0p0q
l´1 ` pl´ 1qϕ0pxqϕ1p0qϕ0p0q
l´2.
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From this, it follows that
(A) either ϕ0p0q “ 0, implying that both ϕ0 and ϕ1 are identically zero;
(B) or ϕ0p0q is an pl´ 1q
th root of unity and
pl´ 1qϕ0pxqϕ1p0qϕ0p0q
l´2 “ 0
which happens only when ϕ1p0q “ 0, otherwise ϕ0 ” 0 would follow contrary to the fact that
ϕ0p0q is an pl´ 1q
th root of unity.
Assume now that there exists k in t1, . . . ,N ´ 1u such that ϕ0p0q , 0 and
ϕ1p0q “ ϕ2p0q “ . . . “ ϕkp0q “ 0.
In this case equation (3), with k ` 1 instead of n and with the substitution x1 “ x in G and xi “ 0 for
i “ 2, 3, . . . , l, yields that
ϕk`1pxq “
ÿ
t1,t2,...,tlě0
t1`t2`¨¨¨`tl“k`1
ˆ
k ` 1
t1, t2, . . . , tl
˙
ϕt1pxqϕt2p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕtlp0q
“ ϕk`1pxqϕ
l´1
0
p0q ` ϕkpxqϕ1p0qϕ0p0q
l´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϕ0pxqϕ
l´2
0
p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk`1p0q.
Again, we have the following two alternatives:
(A) either ϕ0p0q “ 0, implying that ϕk`1 is identically zero;
(B) or ϕ0 is an pl´ 1q
th root of unity and
ϕkpxqϕ1p0qϕ0p0q
l´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϕ0pxqϕ
l´2
0
p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk`1p0q “ 0 px P Gq .
Due to the induction hypothesis ϕ1p0q “ ϕ2p0q “ . . . “ ϕkp0q “ 0, thus
ϕ0pxqϕ
l´2
0
p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk`1p0q “ 0.
Since ϕ0p0q , 0, ϕ0 is not identically zero, which shows that the only possibility is that ϕk`1p0q “ 0.
Finally we conclude that ϕ1p0q “ ϕ2p0q “ . . . “ ϕNp0q “ 0. However, this implies for x, y in G:ÿ
k1 ,k2,...,klě0
k1`k2`¨¨¨`kl“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , km
˙
ϕklpxqϕk2pxq ¨
lź
t“3
ϕktp0q “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpxqϕn´kpyq.
Therefore, if ϕ0p0q “ 1, then the functions ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN form a generalized moment sequence of
order N. 
Proposition 2. Let G be an Abelian group, and let l, N be positive integers with l ě 2. If the functions
ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN : G Ñ C form a moment sequence of order N, then the system of equations
ϕnpx1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xlq “
ÿ
k1 ,k2,...,klě0
k1`k2`¨¨¨`kl“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , kl
˙ lź
t“1
ϕktpxtq
is satisfied for each x1, x2, . . . , xl in G and n “ 0, 1, . . . ,N.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on l. Assume that functions ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN constitute a
moment sequence of order N, i.e.
ϕnpx ` yq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpxqϕn´kpyq
is satisfied for each x, y P G. First observe that for n “ 0 the statement holds trivially, because both
equations are the same, namely
ϕ0px ` yq “ ϕ0pxqϕ0pyq px, y P Gq .
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Thus it is enough to consider the case n ě 1. Secondly, note that from (1) we have ϕ0p0q “ 0 or
ϕ0p0q “ 1 and for all n ě 1 we have ϕnp0q “ 0.
Let now n in t1, . . . ,Nu be arbitrarily fixed and take x1, x2 in G. Applying (3) for m “ 2 and n we
have
ϕnpx1 ` x2q “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpx1qϕn´kpx2q.
Observe that the right hand side of this equation can be written as
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpx1qϕn´kpx2q “
ÿ
k1 ,k2ě0,k1`k2“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2
˙
ϕk1px1qϕk2px2q px1, x2 P Gq ,
whixch yields that the statement holds for l “ 2. Assume that there exists an integer l ě 2 for which
the statement holds. Then
ϕnpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pxl ` xl`1qq “
ÿ
k1 ,...,kl´1,kl`kl`1ě0
k1`¨¨¨`kl´1`kl`kl`1“n
ˆ
n
k1, . . . , kl´1, kl ` kl`1
˙ l´1ź
t“1
ϕktpxtqϕkl`kl`1pxl ` xl`1q
for any x1, . . . , xl, xl`1 in G. If we use that the statement holds for l “ 2 and the induction hypothesis,
then we get that
ÿ
k1,...,kl´1,kl`kl`1ě0
k1`¨¨¨`kl´1`kl`kl`1“n
ˆ
n
k1, . . . , kl´1, kl ` kl`1
˙ l´1ź
t“1
ϕktpxtqϕkl`kl`1pxl ` xl`1q
“
ÿ
k1 ,...,kl´1,kl`kl`1ě0
k1`¨¨¨`kl´1`kl`kl`1“n
ˆ
n
k1, . . . , kl´1, kl ` kl`1
˙ l´1ź
t“1
ϕktpxtq
ˆ
kl ` kl`1
kl
˙
ϕlpxlqϕl`1pxl`1q
“
ÿ
k1,k2 ,...,kl`1ě0
k1`¨¨¨`kl`kl`1“n
ˆ
n
k1, k2, . . . , kl`1
˙ l`1ź
t“1
ϕktpxtq px1, . . . , xl, xl`1 P Gq .
Thus the statement holds for l` 1, too. 
3. Generalized moment functions of rank r
In this section we extend the notion of generalized moment functions. At the same time, while
stating and proving our results about generalized moment functions of higher rank, notions and results
from spectral analysis and synthesis are required.
Let G be a discrete Abelian group. Subsequently, if it is not otherwise stated, the group G is always
endowed with this topology.
Given a function f on this group and an element y in G, we define
∆ f ;y “ δ´y ´ f pyqδ0,
where δ´y and δ0 denote the point masses concentrated at ´y and 0, respectively. For the product of
modified differences we use the notation
∆ f ;y1,y2,...,yn`1 “
n`1ź
i“1
∆ f ;yi ,
for any positive integer n and for each y1, y2, . . . , yn`1 in G. Here the product
ś
on the right hand side
is meant as a convolution product of the measures ∆ f ;yi for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , n` 1.
For each function f : G Ñ C the ideal in CG generated by all modified differences of the form ∆ f ;y
with y in G, is denoted by M f . Due to Theorem 12.5 of [9], this ideal M f is proper if and only if
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f is an exponential and in this case we call M f “ τp f q
K an exponential maximal ideal. Recall that
τp f q denotes the variety of the function f and it is nothing but the smallest closed translation invariant
subspace of C pGq that contains the function f .
Let m be an exponential on the group G and n a positive integer. The function f : G Ñ C is a
generalized exponential monomial of degree at most n corresponding to the exponential m if
∆m;y1 ,y2,...,yn`1 ˚ f “ 0
holds for each y1, y2, . . . , yn`1 in G. Equivalently, f is a generalized exponential monomial if there
exists an exponential m and a positive integer n such that its annihilator includes a positive power of
an exponential maximal ideal, that is Mn`1m Ă τp f q
K holds.
A special class of exponential monomials is formed by those corresponding to the exponential iden-
tically 1: these are called generalized polynomials.
The function f : G Ñ C is called an exponential monomial if it is a generalized exponential mono-
mial and τp f q is finite dimensional. Finite sums of exponential monomials are called exponential
polynomials. Exponential monomials corresponding to the exponential identically 1 are called polyno-
mials.
In connection with exponential polynomials here we also recall Theorem 12.31 from [9].
Theorem 1. Let G be an Abelian group, and let f : G Ñ C be an exponential polynomial. Then there
exist positive integers n, k and for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , n and j “ 1, 2, . . . , k there exists a polynomial
Pi : C
k Ñ C, an exponential mi and a homomorphism a j of G into the additive group of complex
numbers such that
f pxq “
nÿ
i“1
Pi pa1pxq, a2pxq, . . . , akpxqqmipxq
for each x in G. Conversely, every function of this form is an exponential polynomial.
A composition of a nonnegative integer n is a sequence of nonnegative integers α “ pαkqkPN such
that
n “
8ÿ
k“1
αk.
For a positive integer r, an r-composition of a nonnegative integer n is a composition α “ pαkqkPN with
αk “ 0 for k ą r.
Given a sequence of variables x “ pxkqkPN and compositions α “ pαkqkPN and β “ pβkqkPN we define
α! “
8ź
k“1
αk, |α| “
8ÿ
k“1
αk, x
α “
8ź
k“1
x
αk
k
,
ˆ
α
β
˙
“
8ź
k“1
ˆ
αk
βk
˙
.
Furthermore, β ď α means that βk ď αk for all k P N and β ă α stands for β ď α and β , α.
Definition 1. Let G be an Abelian group, r a positive integer, and for each multi-index α in Nr let
fα : G Ñ C be continuous function. We say that p fαqαPNr is a generalized moment sequence of rank r,
if
(4) fαpx ` yq “
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq
holds whenever x, y are inG. The function f0, where 0 is the zero element inN
r, is called the generating
function of the sequence.
Remarks. (i) For r “ 1, instead of multi-indices, we have ‘ordinary’ indices and (4) is nothing but
fαpx` yq “
αÿ
β“0
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq px, y P Gq
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for each nonnegative integer α, showing that generalized moment functions of rank 1 are moment
sequences.
(ii) For α “ p0, . . . , 0q we have
f0,...,0px ` yq “ f0,...,0pxq ¨ f0,...,0pyq px, y P Gq
hence f0,...,0 “ m is an exponential, or identicaly zero. In what follows, when considering gener-
alized moment function sequences of any rank, we always assume that the generating function is
not identically zero, hence it is always an expoential.
(iii) Now let α be in Nr with |α| “ 1. In this case we have for each positive integer n that
fn¨αpx ` yq “
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
n
k
˙
fk¨αpxq fpn´kq¨αpyq px, y P Gq .
Hence p fn¨αqnPN is a generalized moment function sequence associated with the exponentialm “ f0¨α.
(iv) Using the above definition for r “ 2, for example for |α| ď 2 we have
f0,0px ` yq “ f0,0pxq f0,0pyq
f1,0px ` yq “ f1,0pxq f0,0pyq ` f1,0pyq f0,0pxq
f0,1px ` yq “ f0,1pxq f0,0pyq ` f0,1pyq f0,0pxq
f2,0px ` yq “ f2,0pxq f0,0pyq ` 2 f1,0pxq f1,0pyq ` f2,0pyq f0,0pxq
f0,2px ` yq “ f0,2pxq f0,0pyq ` 2 f0,1pxq f0,1pyq ` f0,2pyq f0,0pxq
f1,1px ` yq “ f1,1pxq f0,0pyq ` f1,0pxq f0,1pyq ` f1,0pyq f0,1pxq ` f1,1pyq f0,0pxq
px, y P Gq .
In view of the first equation (or using remark (ii)), we immediately get that the function f0,0 “ m
is an exponential. Furthermore, due to the second and the third equation, the functions f0,1 and
f0,1 are m-sine functions. In other words, t f0,0, f0,1u and t f0,0, f1,0u form a moment sequence of
order 1. More generally, due to remark (iii), p f0,nqnPN and also p fn,0qnPN is a moment function
sequence associated with the exponential f0,0 “ m.
(v) Assume that p fαqαPN2 is a generalized moment sequence of rank two. For all nonnegative integer
n, define the function ϕn : G Ñ C by
ϕnpxq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
fk,n´kpxq px P Gq .
Then pϕnqnPN is a moment function sequence associated with the exponential ϕ0 “ f0,0 “ m.
Indeed, for n “ 0,
ϕ0pxq “ f0,0pxq px P Xq ,
which is an exponential, as we wrote above.
For each positive n, we have
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ϕkpxqϕn´kpyq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
¨
«
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
k
i
˙
fi,k´ipxq
ff
¨
«
n´kÿ
j“0
ˆ
n´ k
j
˙
f j,n´k´ jpyq
ff
“
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙« kÿ
i“0
n´kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
i
˙ˆ
n´ k
j
˙
fi,k´ipxq f j,n´k´ jpyq
ff
“
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
fk,n´kpx ` yq “ ϕnpx` yq px, y P Gq .
(vi) The sequence of functions p fαqαPNr is a generalized moment sequence of rank r associated with
the nonzero exponential f0,...,0 “ m if and only if p fα{mqαPNr is a generalized moment sequence of
rank r associated with the exponential which is identically one.
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(vii) Let p fαqαPNr be a generalized moment sequence of rank r and denote m “ f0,...,0. Then for all
multi-index α in Nr, the function fα is a generalized exponential monomial of degree at most
|α| corresponding to the exponential m. Thus for any multi-index α in Nr, there exists an a
generalized polynomial pα : G Ñ C of degree at most |α| such that fα “ pα ¨ m.
If |α| “ 0, that is, if α “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q, then f0,...,0 “ m is an exponential. Thus the above
statement holds trivially.
In case |α| “ 1, then there exists i P t1, 2, . . . , ru such that
αi “ 1 and α j “ 0 for any j P t1, . . . , ru , j , i.
This, in view of remark (iii) implies that fα is an m-sine function, i.e.
fαpx` yq “ fαpxqmpyq ` mpxq fαpyq px, y P Gq .
This implies however that
∆m;y1 ,y2 fαpxq “ 0 px, y1, y2 P Gq ,
in other words fα is a generalized exponential monomial of degree at most one corresponding to
the exponential m.
Assume now that there exists a multi-index α in Nr such that the statement holds for any multi-
index β for which β ă α. Since we have
fαpx ` yq “
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq
for each x, y P G,
∆m;y fαpxq “
ÿ
βăα
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq px, y P Gq .
Observe that the right hand side of this equation (as a functions of the variable x) is, due to the
induction hypothesis, a generalized exponential polynomial of degree at most |α| ´ 1, showing
that fα is a generalized exponential monomial of degree at most |α|.
(viii) The previous remark can be strengthened. Namely, generalized moment sequences of rank r
not only generalized exponential monomials, but they are generalized exponential monomials.
This means that the variety of any such function is finite dimensional. Indeed, let p fαqαPNr be a
generalized moment sequence of rank r. Then for any multi-index α in Nr we have
fαpx` yq “
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq px, y P Gq ,
showing that
τp f q Ď span t fβ | β ď αu .
The linear space on the right hand side is obviously finite dimensional, implying the same for
τp f q.
We conclude that the polynomial pα, appearing in remark (vii), is a complex polynomial of
some complex-valued additive functions defined on G.
We can summarize that, for any multi-index α in Nr there exists a complex polynomial P, and
for each β ď α there is an additive function aβ : G Ñ C such that
fαpxq “ Ppapxqqmpxq px P Gq .
Here aβ is the β
th coordinate function of a.
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(ix) If k and 1 ď n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk ď r are positive integers, then let pin1,...,nkα denote that element in
N
r which differs from α in only those coordinates that do not belong to the set tn1, . . . , nku, and
those coordinates are zero.
With this notation, let k and r be positive integers with k ď r and 1 ď n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk ď r
be also positive integers. If p fαqαPNr is a generalized moment sequence of rank r on the group G,
then the sequence of functions p fpin1,...,nkαqαPNr form a generalized moment sequence of rank k.
As we will see, while describing the polynomial P appearing in remark (viii), a well-known se-
quence of polynomials and an appropriate addition formula will play a distinguished role. Let us
consider the sequence of complex polynomials pBnqnPN defined through the following recurrence: for
each t, t1, t2, . . . , tn`1 in C we let
B0ptq “ 1,
Bn`1pt1, . . . , tn`1q “
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
n
i
˙
Bn´ipt1, . . . , tn´iqti`1 pn “ 0, 1, . . . q .
Alternatively, we can also use the double series expansion of the generating function
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
x j
t j
j!
¸
“
8ÿ
n“0
Bnpx1, . . . , xnq
tn
n!
.
We call Bn the n
th complete (exponential) Bell polynomial.
For these functions the following addition formula holds:
Bnpt1 ` u1, . . . , tn ` unq “ Bnpt1, . . . , tnq `
n´1ÿ
k“1
ˆ
n
k
˙
Bn´kpt1, . . . , tn´kqBkpu1, . . . , ukq ` Bnpu1, . . . , unq
for any positive integer n, and for each complex numbers t1, . . . , tn and u1, . . . , un.
The first few complete (exponential) Bell polynomials are
B0 “ 1
B1px1q “ x1
B2px1, x2q “ x
2
1 ` x2
B3px1, x2, x3q “ x
3
1
` 3x1x2 ` x3
B4px1, x2, x3, x4q “ x
4
1 ` 6x
2
1x2 ` 4x1x3 ` 3x
2
2 ` x4
B5px1, x2, x3, x4, x5q “ x
5
1
` 10x2x
3
1
` 15x22x1 ` 10x3x
2
1 ` 10x3x2 ` 5x4x1 ` x5
B6px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q “ x
6
1
` 15x2x
4
1
` 20x3x
3
1
` 45x2
2
x2
1
` 15x3
2
` 60x3x2x1
` 15x4x
2
1 ` 10x
2
3 ` 15x4x2 ` 6x5x1 ` x6
B7px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7q “ x
7
1
` 21x5
1
x2 ` 35x
4
1
x3 ` 105x
3
1
x2
2
` 35x3
1
x4
` 210x21x2x3 ` 105x1x
3
2
` 21x21x5 ` 105x1x2x4
` 70x1x
2
3 ` 105x
2
2x3 ` 7x1x6 ` 21x2x5 ` 35x3x4 ` x7.
It turns out, however, that these functions are useful in the rank one case, only. To cover the general
case as well, a multivariate extension of the Bell polynomials is necessary. Here we follow the notation
and the terminology of Port [7].
The multivariate Bell polynomials are the functions Bα defined by
Bαpxq “ α!
ÿź
µ
px
cµ
µ q
cµ!pµ!qcµ
,
where the sum is taken over α “
ř
0ăβăα cµµ.
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Similarly as above, they can also be introduced using the double series expansion of the generating
function ÿ
0ď|α|
Bαpxq
tα
α!
“ exp
¨
˝ÿ
1ď|µ|
xµ
tµ
µ!
˛
‚.
Let now α “ pαkqkPN be a composition and x “ pxkqkPN and y “ pykqkPN be sequences of variables.
Then
Bαpx ` yq “
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
BβpxqBα´βpyq.
For instance, if r “ 2, then the first few multivariate Bell polynomials are the following:
B0,0pxq “ 1
B0,1px0,1q “ x0,1
B1,0px1,0q “ x1,0
B1,1px0,1, x1,0, x1,1q “ x0,1x1,0 ` x1,1
B2,0px0,1, x1,0, x1,1, x2,0q “ x
2
1,0 ` x2,0
B0,2px0,1, x1,0, x1,1, x2,0q “ x
2
0,1
` x0,2
B2,1px0,1, x1,0, x1,1, x2,0, x2,1q “ x0,1x
2
1,0 ` 2x1,0x1,1 ` x0,1x2,0 ` x2,1
B2,2px0,1, x1,0, x1,1, x2,0, x1,2, x2,1, x2,2q “ x
2
0,1x
2
1,0 ` x0,2x
2
1,0 ` 4x0,1x1,0x1,1 ` 2x
2
1,1 ` 2x1,0x1,2
`x20,1x2,0 ` x0,2x2,0 ` 2x0,1x2,1 ` x2,2
It is important to point out that if r “ 1 then the multivariate Bell polynomials reduce to the complete
(exponential) Bell polynomials.
Proposition 3. Let G be a commutative group, r a positive integer, m : G Ñ C an exponential and let
a “ paαqαPNr be a sequence of complex-valued additive functions defined on G. We define the functions
fα : G Ñ C by
fαpxq “ Bαpapxqqmpxq px P Gq .
Then p fαqαPNr forms a generalized moment sequence of rank r associated with the exponential m.
Proof. If |α| “ 0, then the above formula is
f0,...,0pxq “ mpxq px P Gq ,
that is, f0,...,0 is an exponential.
Let now α be in Nr with |α| ą 0, then
fαpx ` yq “ Bαpapx ` yqqmpx` yq
“ Bαpapxq ` apyqqmpxqmpyq “
ÿ
β
ˆ
α
β
˙
BβpapxqqBα´βpapyqqmpxqmpyq
“
ÿ
β
ˆ
α
β
˙
Bβpapxqqmpxq ¨ Bα´βpapyqqmpyq “
ÿ
β
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq
for each x, y in G. 
The following result is about the converse of the previous statement.
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Theorem 2. Let G be a commutative group, r a positive integer, and for each α in Nr, let fα : G Ñ C
be a function. If the sequence of functions p fαqαPNr forms a generalized moment sequence of rank
r, then there exists an exponential m : G Ñ C and a sequence of complex-valued additive functions
a “ paαqαPNr such that for every multi-index α in α in N
r and x in G we have
fαpxq “ Bαpapxqqmpxq.
Proof. Let r be a fixed positive integer, G be a commutative group, let furthermore for each α P Nr,
fα : G Ñ C be a function. Assume that the sequence of functions p fαqαPNr forms a generalized moment
sequence of rank r. We prove the statement by induction on the height of the multi-index α.
If |α| “ 0, then we necessarily have α “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q and
f0,0,...,0px ` yq “ f0,0,...,0pxq f0,0,...,0pyq px, y P Gq ,
which gives immediately that there exists an exponential m : G Ñ C such that f0,0,...,0 “ m. Fur-
thermore, if |α| “ 1, then there exists i P t1, 2, . . . , ru such that αi “ 1 and α j “ 0 for each j in
t1, 2, . . . , ru, j , i. In view of remark (iii) this implies that fα is an m-sine function, that is
fαpxq “ Bαpapxqqmpxq
holds for x in G.
Now we assume that there exists a multi-index α in Nr such that the statement holds true for
everymulti-index β with β ă α. This means that for any multi-index β ă α there exists an addi-
tive function aβ : G Ñ C such that the representation in the statement of the theorem holds. We have to
show how the additive function aα : X Ñ C should be constructed. Since fα is a generalized moment
function of order α and of rank r, we have
fαpx ` yq ´ fαpxqmpyq ´ mpxq fαpyq “
ÿ
0ăβăα
ˆ
α
β
˙
fβpxq fα´βpyq
“
ÿ
0ăβăα
ˆ
α
β
˙
BβpapxqqmpxqBα´βpapyqqmpyq px, y P Gq .
Let now χ : G Ñ C be an arbitrary additive function. Then, due to the addition formula of the |α|-
variable fuction Bα, we have that
Bαpapx` yq, χpx` yqqmpx` yq ´ Bαpapxq, χpxqqmpxq ¨ mpyq ´ Bαpapyq, χpyqqmpyq ¨ mpxq
“
ÿ
0ăβăα
ˆ
α
β
˙
BβpapxqqmpxqBα´βpapyqqmpyq
holds for each x, y in G. Observe, that this means that the function S α : G Ñ C defined by
S αpxq “ fαpxq ´ Bαpapxq, χpxqq px P Gq
is an m-sine function. Thus, there exists an additive function η : G Ñ C such that S pxq “ ηpxqmpxq for
all x in G, hence
fαpxq “ Bαpapxq, χpxqqmpxq ` ηpxqmpxq “ Bαpapxq, χpxq ` ηpxqqmpxq px P Gq ,
since Bα is additive in its last variable.
We conclude that there exists an additive function ξ : G Ñ C such that
fαpxq “ Bαpapxq, ξpxqq ¨ mpxq
for each x in G and the theorem is proved. 
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Observe that the additive function ξ appearing in the above formula is uniquely determined, that is
it does not depend on the choice of the function χ appearing at the first part of the proof. Indeed, if
fαpxq “ Bαpapxq, ξ1pxqq ¨ mpxq and fαpxq “ Bαpapxq, ξ2pxqq ¨ mpxq
holds for each x in G with the additive functions ξ1, ξ2 : G Ñ C, then
Bαpapxq, ξ1pxqq “ Bαpapxq, ξ2pxqq
follows for ech x in G. Recall that the function Bα is additive in its last variable and
Bαpapxq, ξipxqq “ Pαpapxqq ` ξipxq px P G, i “ 1, 2q
holds with a certain polynomial Pα which does not depend neither on ξ1 nor on ξ2 which implies
ξ1pxq “ ξ2pxq
for all x in G.
As a consequence of this result, the characterization of generalized moment functions (of rank one)
follows. Namely, functions of the form pBn ˝ aq ¨m are generalized moment functions. More precisely,
we have the following.
Corollary 1. Let G be a commutative group, n an arbitrary positive integer, m : G Ñ C an exponential,
and let a1, a2, . . . , an : G Ñ C be additive functions. We define the sequence of functions p fnqnPN for
each x in G by
fnpxq “ Bnpa1pxq, . . . , anpxqqmpxq.
Then p fnqnPN forms a generalized moment sequence associated with the exponential m.
On the other hand, we can deduce the following result:
Corollary 2. Let G be a commutative group, and for each natural number n let fn : G Ñ C be a
function. If the sequence p fnqnPN forms a generalized moment sequence, then there exists an exponential
m : G Ñ C and there are additive functions a1, a2, . . . , an : G Ñ C such that
fnpxq “ Bn pa1pxq, . . . , anpxqqmpxq
holds for every x in G and n “ 1, 2, . . . .
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